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Abstract 

The modification of the C-S-H gel composition depending on the mixing 
conditions in two sets of cement paste additivated samples (manual mixed or 

previously deposited AW and AC) is studied, from Si29  MAS-NMR, Al27  
MAS-NMR, FTIR, MIP, EDS, and SEM experiments. In the AW samples no 

isomorphical +3Al  substitution in the silicate chains takes place, whereas for 

the AC samples ( )Al12Q  signals prompted to the existence of aluminosilicate 

chains, in which +3Al  cations are located in bridging positions of silicate 
chains. The variations found in the NMR spectra connected to microstructural 
features and MIP data. 

1. Introduction 

The use of nanosilica additions in cement-based materials has 
actually attracted much attention in the last decade. Nanosilica together 
with several different oxides is among the most employed additions [1-3]. 
The main searched targets in obtaining new materials depend on the 
type of nanoparticle chosen. Thus, nanosilica and nanoalumina addition 
mainly aims to improve the characteristic properties of cement paste 
materials: enhancement of mechanical compressive strength, 
densification of the aggregates/paste interface, decrease of the 
permeability and therefore optimization of durability, etc [4, 5]. Besides 
this, other additions of metallic oxides concentrate in eventual functional 
abilities of the material. In this sense, it is worth citing titanium oxide, 
whose role connected to cement self-cleaning has been widely tested and 
numerous examples, including specific applications, have been already 
reported [6]. Iron oxide constitutes another promising additive which 
concentrates the attention of interesting research concerning the 
magnetic behaviour and possible applications [7]. In all cases, one of the 
main difficulties arises for their application due to operational problems 
associated with the difficulty in workability. In order to optimize the 
addition efficiency, a good dispersion inside the material is required, and 
this implies to ensure a good dispersion of particles in the mixing water 
and a subsequent successful compaction of the material. 
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In previous works, we have reported on the changes produced in the 
hydration process of cement pastes with additions of nano and micro 
silica, obtained under two different addition methodologies [8]. In the 
first method, the samples prepared by means of the dispersion of 
particles in the mixing water, in the second method the cement is 
additivated with the silica (nano and micro size). Several interesting 
differences in C-S-H gels developing in different cases were observed, and 
they were related to probable compositional features concerning the 
mechanism in which aluminum cations are incorporated. In order to tune 
the most representative properties of the cement-type specimens, 
especially durability and mechanical compressive strength, it is very 
important to understand the inner characteristics of the hydration 
mechanisms, i.e., the principal hydration products stabilized as a 
function of preparation conditions, taking place in cement paste-derived 
specimens when hydrated. In recent past years, numerous researches 

have used the Al27 NMR technique for testing the nature of the different 
C-S-H gels formed [9-11] and they have proposed structural models of 
these gels based on the dreierkette structure [12, 13]. With the aim of 
verifying our previous hypothesis and to get deeper insight about the 

implied processes, we have now carried out some Si29  MAS NMR, Al27  
MAS NMR, MIP, EDS, and SEM experiments and we present in this 
paper the most relevant results obtained. 

2. Material and Methods 

2.1. Materials 

The plain cement paste (PCP) used as base and reference material is 
an Ordinary Type I 52.5R Portland cement, which composition is 
indicated in Table 1. In this study, two sets of samples have been studied. 
The samples of the first set (denoted AC) were prepared starting from 
anhydrous cement in which the additions were already incorporated, 
whereas in the samples of the second set (denoted as AW) the additions 
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were included during the mixing process. All the phases were prepared at 
a water-cement ratio w/c = 0.4 using different concentrations of two types 
of additions: commercial silica nano particles (dry powder), supplied by 
Cab-O-sil® and micro particles (silica fume), supplied by Ferroatlantica 
SL. In Table 1, the details of their compositions are also gathered. The 
selected concentrations were, for both sets of samples, 4 and 10% of nano 
silica (denoted with N) and 5 and 10% of micro silica (denoted with F). In 
the notation of water manual mixed samples, i.e., AW ones, a “MA” is 
included at the end of the name in order to avoid ambiguity. 

Table 1. Composition of employed materials 

( ∗Loss on ignition percentage) 

Analyte (%) 
Portland Cement 

CEM I 52.5R 
Silica 
Fume 

Nanosilicacab-o-sil ® 

2SiO  19.20 95.37 99.9 

32OAl  6.07 0.34 0.05 

32OFe  1.70 0.16 0.003 

CaO 63.41 0.08  

MgO 2.56 0.04  

3SO  3.38 0.15  

OK2  0.82 0.30  

ONa2  0.33 0.18  

2TiO    0.03 

∗LOI  2.09 2.70 1.00 

For the AW specimens, the method employed is a variation of that 
described in the UNEEN 196-1: 2005 norm [14], using 60 hits in a 
compacting unit. The samples were cast into cm611 ××  prisms using 
steel moulds, where they stayed for 24h in a chamber at 20°C and 100% 
humidity. Then they were unmoulded and introduced again into the 
chamber until the desired curing age: 2, 7, and 28 days. After the 
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required time, the samples were removed and soaked in is opropanol for 
24 hours, and after in a stove at 40°C for 24 hours, in order to stop the 
hydration. The characteristics and notation of the studied samples are 
indicated in Table 2. 

Table 2. Mix proportions and notation of specimens. Cem: cement, SF : 
silica fume, NS : nanosilica, W : water, SP : superplasticizer 

Probes Cem(g) SF(g) NS(g) W(g) SP(%) 

PCP 450 – – 180 – 

4N 432 – 18 180 – 

10N 405 – 45 150 4.8 

5F 427.5 22.5 – 180 – 

10F 405 45 – 180 – 

4NMA 432 – 18 180 – 

10NMA 405 – 45 150 4.8 

5FMA 427.5 22.5 – 180 – 

10FMA 405 45 – 180 – 

2.2. Methods 

Solid state Si29  and Al27  MAS-NMR (Magic Angle Spinning 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) spectroscopy was used to characterize the 
molecular composition and structure of the hydrated samples. The 
experiments were carried out on a Bruker Avance 400MHz spectrometer, 
with a 9.39 T wide bore superconducting magnet, operating at 79.49MHz, 

with spin rate of 12KHz, 90º; pulse length of 4.5 and 4.0 µs for Si29  and 

Al27  measurements, respectively. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using a JEOL 
JSM6335FEG, with resolution of .12Å  Samples were metallized by 
covering with Au. Semiquantitative chemical analyses were made from 
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). 
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Infrared spectra were recorded on a FTIR Thermo Nicolet 200 

spectrophotometer with samples as KBr pellets in the 1cm400-4000 −  

region. 

Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) tests were carried out on 
Micromeritics Auto pore IV 9500 using an ASTM D 4404-84 [15]. When a 
curing time of 28 days was reached, solid specimens of about 2-4g were 
taken from the middle third of the samples. Specimens were oven dried 
at 40ºC until they reached constant weight. Testing was performed using 
a mercury porosimeter with a pressure range from subambient to 33.000 
psi. The contact angle and surface tension of mercury were assumed to be 
130º and 0.485N/m, respectively, for the oven-dried samples. 

3. Results and Discussion 

As we have previously reported [8], two sets of nano and microsilica 
additivated cement pastes were prepared by two different mixing 
methods and were studied at curing ages of 2, 7, and 28 days. 
Interestingly, it was observed that the AC deposition mixing method 
improved the samples hydration, mean chain length and polymerization 
parameters, and this was interpreted in terms of possible different 
mechanisms implied in each case. In order to investigate this hypothesis, 
several NMR, MIP, FTIR, and SEM new experiments have been carried 
out. 

3.1. Al27  and Si29  NMR experiments 

Previous Si29  NMR experiments seemed to indicate that in the 

manual mixed samples no isomorphical +3Al  substitution in the silicate 
chains takes place, whereas for the AC samples the obtained signals 
prompted to the existence of aluminosilicate chains. In order to get 

deeper insight about these structural details some Al27  NMR 
experiments have been carried out. This technique permits to determine 
the different Al species present in cement paste, having in mind that they 
can be separated when appearing in three typical ppm regions [16-18]: 
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-Al (IV), tetrahedral coordinated appearing between 50 and 100ppm; 

-Al (V), pentahedral coordinated appearing between 30-40ppm range; 

-Al (VI), octahedral Al cations, emerging in the 10-20ppm interval. 

TGA/DTA data showed [8] the existence of two types of gel, 
depending on the way the addition is incorporated into the cement paste 
specimens, as different bands appear in the region corresponding to the 
C-S-H water loss area. 

Figures 1 and 2 comparatively show the corresponding Al27  and 

Si29  NMR spectra for the samples 10N and 10NMA at a curing age of 28 
days, as representative examples of specimens belonging to each set of 
sample prepared (AC and AW). In them the experimental curves are 
shown together with the individual and sum calculated ones. The fitting 
curves have been obtained from smoothed Lorentzian curves, optimized 
respect to the calculation previously given [8]. 
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Figure 1. (a) Si29  and (b) Al27  NMR spectra, respectively, for 10N at 
28 days. 
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Figure 2. (a) Si29  and (b) Al27  NMR spectra, respectively, for 10NMA 
at 28 days. 
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Noticeable differences are observed for samples 10N and 10NMA in 

the Al27  and Si29  NMR spectra. In the Al27  spectrum for sample 10N, 
in which the addition of nanosilica was performed over anhydrous 
cement, three different signals appear. The first one is centered at about 
65ppm, typical for aluminum in coordination IV, corresponding to the 

incorporation of +3Al  in the C-S-H gel replacing the .Si4+  This fact 
confirms the interpretation previously given as plausible from that found 

in the Si29  NMR spectrum: a signal around − 82ppm (Figure 1(a)) 

corresponding to tetrahedral +3Al  located in bridging position of the 
silicate chains [19]. 

The second signal, centered at 14ppm, corresponds to octahedral 

coordinated +3Al  cations and in this case the signal is ascribed to 
ettringite [20]. The third signal, appearing around 5ppm, has been 

assigned before to the replacement of +2Ca  located between the C-S-H 

chains by +3Al  or, alternatively, can be related to an Al (VI) species 
usually called “third-aluminum-hydrate” (TAH). In this case, the small 

width of the band indicates that the Al27  cations local environment in 

the TAH component is relatively uniform, as it would be wider if +2Ca  
would be present [21]. 

On the other hand, in the Al27  spectrum of the 10NMA sample 
(Figure 2(b)), in which the addition of nano silica was made on the mixing 
water, two relevant signals were found. The first one, at ca. 80ppm, 
corresponds to an isomorphic substitution inverse to the previous case, 

i.e., +3Al  substitution by +4Si  in the C3A or in C3S/C2S species [11]. 
The second signal, centred around 14ppm, corresponds to ettringite, 
similarly to that indicated above for the 10N sample. It is worth 

underlining that in the 10NMA sample the signal of +4Si  substitution by 
+3Al  in the C-S-H gel does not appear, coherently to the obtained Si29  

NMR results, and this fact reveals that the addition method clearly 
influences the chemical nature of the C-S-H gel. These data show 
different compositions of the C-S-H gels present in AC and AW samples. 
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By the deconvolution of 10N and 10NMA Si29  MAS NMR spectra, 
the values of MCL for both samples have been obtained; these values are 
3.40 for 10N and 3.28 for 10NMA. The compositional difference found in 
the C-S-H gels in both sets of samples, does not provoke any drastic 
change in this parameter. A possible explanation for this fact is that, for 

a curing age of 28 days, the +3Al  cations are not still incorporated in the 
bridge positions of the pentamers at high concentration, and this feature 
is very important for the elongation of C-S-H chains. Some authors have 
previously shown that the increase in the MCL value also implies an 
increase in the strength, being these properties very important in the 
improvement of the service behaviour of these materials [22]. 

3.2. Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

In order to check the possible isomorphic substitution of +4Si  by 
+3Al  in the C-S-H gels in the two sets of samples, FTIR measurements 

in the frequency range 1cm400-4000 −  were carried out. In Figure 3, the 

FTIR spectra for the samples 10N and 10NMA at a curing age of 28 days 
are shown, as representative examples. By detailed analyses of the bands 
and their displacements in the spectra, it can be determined if the gels 
formed from the two addition methods employed are different or not. 
Both spectra show the stretching and bending vibration modes 
corresponding to O-H groups in OH2  linked to C-S-H gel structure. 

These vibration modes appear around 3424 and 1cm2920 −  for stretching, 

and 1cm1630 −  for bending. Besides, the stretching vibration mode of the 
O-H bond of portlandite is also appearing for both samples, around 

1cm3642 −  [23, 24]. 
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Figure 3. FTIR spectra for (a) 10NMA and (b) 10N. 
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However, relevant differences can be observed between the spectra 
gathered in Figure 3, both concerning the frequency range in which the 
bands appear and the observed intensity of some of them. In this sense, 
whereas the spectrum of 10NMA sample presents two bands appearing 

at 875 and ,cm1427 1−  which correspond to a bending out of plane mode 
and an asymmetric stretching one of carbonate bonds, respectively, for 

the 10N sample only the last one is observed, located around 1cm1464 −  
[25]. The apparition of these bands is coherent with their curing age, as 
stated in literature [26]. 

On the other hand, it has been established that the vibrations modes 
corresponding to Si-O bonds, where Si is in tetrahedral coordination, 

typically appear in the range 1cm1050-400 −  [27]. In particular, the 

energy and position of the band corresponding to asymmetric stretching 
of Si-O bonds, depend on the introduction of Al ions in Si positions [28]. 

The bands at 970 and ,cm991 1−  for 10N and 10NMA, respectively, can be 
assigned to this signal. The bands corresponding to silicates are shown in 
Table 3. 

Table 3. FTIR spectra Si-O bonds bands for 10N and 10NMA samples 

Sample Vibration modes Wavenumber ( )1cm −  

In-plane bending Si-O 464 

10N Asymmetric stretching 

2O-Si Q  sites 
970 

In-plane bending Si-O 470 

Stretching Si-O// Stretching S-O 1118 10NMA 

Asymmetric stretching 2O-Si Q  sites 991 

The observed wave number displacement varies inversely with the 
mean ionic radius of tetrahedrally coordinated cations [29]: the 

substitution of +3Al  by +4Si  provokes the shift of the band towards 

smaller wave number values as the size of ( )Å39.0Al3+  is greater than 
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that of ( ).26.0Si4 Å+  This suggests that in the 10N sample a fraction of 

+4Si  is replaced by +3Al  in the C-S-H chains, causing a displacement in 
the asymmetric stretching band corresponding to Si-O bond, and this fact 

supports the results obtained from Si29  and Al27  MAS NMR. In 
addition, two smaller bands also appear in the 10N FTIR spectrum: a 

shoulder around ,620cm 1−  which can be assigned to Si-O-Al bending 

vibrations of aluminosilicates [30] and a band around ,cm900 1−  which 

can be attributed to vibrations of Si-O-Al bonds of amorphous 
aluminosilicates (not present in the 10NMA spectrum, showing that in 
this case the Si-Al substitution does not take place). 

Finally, the band at ca. 1cm1118 −  appearing only in the 10NMA 
spectrum, could be also ascribed to the above mentioned modifications. In 
this sense, the absence of this band for the 10N sample could be related 
to a lack of symmetry in the Si environment as a consequence of the 
isomorphic substitution process described. 

3.3. Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) 

In the study of the durability is important to know the possibility of 
penetration of aggressive agents through the network of pores and 
capillaries. The distribution of the porosity according to the apparent size 
of the pores can be obtained from MIP results and, in this way, the 
porous structure of the material can be characterized [31]. Figures 4 and 
5 show the variation of the differential intrusion and the cumulative 
intrusion versus size pore (in logarithm scale), respectively. 

It is well known that additions of micro and nano silica in concretes 
and mortars improve their mechanical-resistant behaviour, leading to a 
densification of the microstructure. In this work, we aim to analyse the 
differences appearing in the microstructure of cement pastes with silica 
additions focussed on three aspects: concentration, grain size of 
additions, and mixing method. 
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Figure 4. Logarithm differential intrusion vs size pore for (a) AW 
samples and (b) AC samples. 
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Figure 5. Cumulative intrusion vs size pore (a) AW samples and (b) AC 
samples. 

As it can be observed in Figure 4, the PCP specimen presents a 
monomodal pore size distribution with one broad peak centered at 

,m06.0 µ  ranging from 0.02 to m,2.0 µ  and this fact evidences a porous 

structure consisting in capillary pores for this sample [32]. This scenario 
is drastically changed in samples which incorporate additions and the 
provoked modifications depend on the addition method. 
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In the case of the AC samples, all the additions clearly provoke a 
reduction in pore size (see Figure 4), contrary to that observed for the AW 
samples, where the value of this parameter remains virtually invariable. 
However, though the silica fume additions do not improve this aspect of 
the porous microstructure, it has a significant role in reducing the 
number of pores. This parameter depends on the percentage of silica 
fume additions as shown in Figure 4(b). 

These results reveal that, when only the densification of the matrix is 
studied (i.e., in cement pastes), the optimization of microstructure 
implies a fine tuning of the three aspects investigated. In this sense, it 
would be interesting to carry out a deeper study, implying a systematic 
and comparative examination of a greater number of samples. 

3.4. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

The observed refinement in the porous microstructure of cement 
pastes with nano silica additions have been previously tested in similar 
systems [4, 8]. In order to evaluate the microstructure features related to 
the mechanisms implied in the hydration processes, SEM and EDS 
experiments were carried out for all of them. 

It is generally accepted that the employed nano and microsilica 
additions from both tested mixing methods lead to a considerable 
modification of portlandite crystals. Figure 6 comparatively shows 
selected zones of images for PCP and 4N samples. In this context, the 
apparition of secondary tobermorite can be followed by analyzing the 
changes in portlandite crystal morphology and size in the specimens, 
coherently with the reaction mechanism proposed by Ye Qing et al. [33]. 
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Figure 6. SEM micrographs showing portlandite crystal morphology and 
size in the (a), (b) PCP sample, and (c) 4N sample. 

In addition, Figure 7 shows two representative images for (a), (b) AC 
and (c) AW samples, respectively. It can be clearly appreciated the 
presence of aciculate ettringite (AFt) crystals upholstering the pores in 
the AC samples, whereas their morphology and abundance are very 
different in the AW specimens. In this sense, the displacement of the 
diameter pore distribution detected in the AC samples by MIP can be 
linked to the mechanism of coating the percolated pores. 
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Figure 7. SEM micrographs for (a), (b) AC sample, and (c) AW sample. 

On balance this fact can be relevant in aspects such as concrete 

durability against attack by aggressive agents, i.e., −Cl  or .SO 2
4

−  These 

results are coherent to those obtained from NMR and MIP experiments. 
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4. Conclusion 

Two sets of nano and microsilica additions cement pastes, prepared 
by two different mixing methods, have been studied at curing ages of 7 
and 28 days. The characterization of the hydration process has been 

made from Si29  MAS-NMR, Al27  MAS-NMR, FTIR, MIP, EDS, and 
SEM experiments. 

The AC deposition mixing method improves the samples hydration, 
mean chain length and polymerization parameters, and this has been 
interpreted in terms of different mechanisms implied in each case. 

In the AW samples no isomorphic +3Al  substitution in the silicate 

chains takes place, whereas for the AC samples ( )1Al2Q  signals 
prompted to the existence of aluminosilicate chains. In these chains, the 

+3Al  cations are located in bridging positions of the silicate chains. 

Besides, the displacement in the bands corresponding to asymmetric 
stretching Si-O bond in the FTIR spectra confirm the above mechanisms 

as it can be interpreted considering a partial replacement of +4Si  by 
+3Al  in the C-S-H chains for the AW samples. 

Finally, some changes can be observed in the microstructure 
depending on the mixing method; thus, AC samples present a porous 
microstructure more refined than AW samples. Moreover, in those pores 
AFt crystals with aciculated morphology appear upholstering the surface. 
These facts are confirmed by MIP and SEM, respectively, and indicate 
promising durability properties. 
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